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Standing Requirements

Program Mission Statement

The Mechanical Engineering program fulfills the University's purpose "to teach the science, practice and

business of aviation and aerospace, preparing students for productive careers and leadership roles in service

around the world."

The Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) degree provides formal advanced study, preparing

students for careers in a wide range of industries including aerospace, aviation, automotive, and energy

systems. The program includes a specialization in mechanical systems and students must complete five

courses with in this area. 

The stakeholders are the Mechanical Engineering graduate students, alumni, the University and potential

employers (represented by the industrial advisory board).
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ERAU University Mission Statement 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University is the world leader in aviation and aerospace higher 
education. Our mission is to teach the science, practice and business of aviation and 
aerospace, preparing students for productive careers and leadership roles in business, 
government agencies and the military. Embry-Riddle’s reputation as a leader in aviation and 
aerospace higher education is grounded in its aviation roots dating back to 1926. 

(REQUIRED) Program Alignment to University Mission 

Program Alignment to University Mission 
 

Select all that apply. 

 

Our mission is to:  

• 1. Teach the science, practice and business of aviation and aerospace 
• 2. Prepare students for productive careers 
• 3. Prepare students for leadership roles in business, government agencies, or 

military 
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Standing Requirements

Program Outcomes

DB_MS Mechanical Engineering Program Outcomes

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

DB_MSME_01
Apply fundamental mechanical engineering
professional practices to analyze, design, and
implement mechanical engineering systems.

No Mapping

DB_MSME_02
Apply knowledge of advanced topics in
mechanical engineering.

No Mapping

DB_MSME_03
Analyze and interpret appropriate research
literature.

No Mapping

DB_MSME_04
Demonstrate professional communication
and oral presentation skills using
appropriate media.

No Mapping

DB_MSME_05
Apply an ethical and professional
framework to decision making.

No Mapping

OBSOLETE: MS Mechanical Engineering Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome Mapping
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Courses and Learning Activities

Last Modified: 09/27/2021 09:40:56 AM

Courses and Activities Mapped to DB_MS Mechanical Engineering Program Outcomes

Plan of Study
Plan of Study Coursework

ME 595U
Math and Modeling in Mechanical Engineering

EGR XXX
Research Methods

ME 700
Master Thesis
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Courses and Activities Mapped to DB_MS Mechanical Engineering Program Outcomes

2021-2022
Assessment Cycle

2022-2023
Assessment Cycle

2023-2024
Assessment Cycle

2024-2025
Assessment Cycle

2025-2026
Assessment Cycle
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2020-2021 Assessment Cycle

Assessment Plan

Measures

 MS Mechanical Engineering Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome: DB_MSME_PO_01_Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Graduates will demonstrate the ability to think critically, creatively, and solve problems in their field of
study

Measure: Plan of Study
Program level Direct - Portfolio

Details/Description: All MSME students are required to have a Plan of

Study that specifies the course work that the

student must perform to obtain the MSME degree.

The Plan of Study must contain the two required

courses and additional course work demonstrating

critical thinking and problem solving skills of the

student.

Criterion for Success: 100% of students complete plan of study

coursework in a focal technical area.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Students complete an initial plan of study form

when they enter the program and before

completing 9 credit hours. Students may update

their plan of study at any time with approval from

their thesis committee chair (thesis option students

only) and the Graduate Program Coordinator or

Department Chair. Their adherence to the plan is

reviewed upon graduation. Data will be collected
(for all graduates) each semester.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Students will prepare their plan of study. The plan

of study will be reviewed by their thesis committee

chair and Graduate Program Coordinator.
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Measure: Required Course ME 501
Course level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: MSME students are required to take this course as

part of their degree requirements. This course

covers Student outcomes a through c.

Criterion for Success: Survey results indicates that student outcomes are

achieved. Student must achieve a grade of B or

better to satisfy the criteria.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

The required course in “Modelling Methods in

Mechanical Engineering” is offered once a year in

the fall semester. Final grades are recorded by

instructor in file and send to MS Program

Coordinator.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

The MS Program Coordinator compiles the scores

from the course once per year and summarizes the

results in an assessment report.

Outcome: DB_MSME_PO_02_2. Knowledge Discovery, Scholarship, and Professional
Skills
Graduates will demonstrate the ability to identify and conduct original research, scholarship, OR
students will demonstrate knowledge of advanced engineering tools and professional skills consistent
with expectations within their field of study.

Measure: Required Course ME700A - Thesis/Research Methods
Course level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: MSME students are required to take this course as

part of their degree requirements. The course is

aimed to introduce all MSME students, except

student in HPV track, and it covers Student

outcomes d through g.
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Criterion for Success: Survey results indicates that student outcomes are

achieved. Student satisfy the criteria with a "Pass"

grade

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

The required course in “Research Methods” is

offered once a year in the spring semester.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

The MS Program Coordinator compiles the scores

from the course once per year and summarizes the

results in an assessment report

Measure: Thesis Defense
Course level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: Students in the thesis option, must successfully

defend their thesis research prior to graduation. To

evaluate the defense, a thesis defense rubric has

been created to determine how well the student has

demonstrated their understanding in the subject

material and communicated these ideas.

Criterion for Success: 50% of thesis students score 'Exemplary' on the

'Knowledge and Scholarship' and 'Quality of Oral

Communication' questions on the Thesis Defense

Rubric.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

The thesis committee each student will score the

rubric at the conclusion of the thesis defense.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

The Chair of the thesis committee will distribute

the Thesis Defense Rubric to faculty on the thesis

committee at the conclusion of each thesis defense.

Each faculty member on the thesis committee

scores the rubric. The Graduate Program

Coordinator will compile the scores from the

rubrics at least once per year and summarize the

results in an assessment report.
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